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(54) LITHIUM ION BATTERY AND CHARGER THEREOF

(57) A lithium ion battery and a charger thereof are
provided. The lithium ion battery comprises a shell (1), a
locating seat (2), an end cover (3), a battery cell (4), a
positive contact (51), a positive plate (52), a negative
plate (53), a positive connecting plate (61) and a negative
connecting plate (62). The shell (1) is a one-step-molding
cylinder with an upper opening. The positive contact (51)
extends out from a contact extending hole (11) of the
shell (1). A lower end face of the end cover (3) is tightly
pressed on the negative plate (53) and the locating seat
(2), where the end cover (3) is detachably connected with
the upper opening of the shell (1). A cover edge of the
end cover (3) cooperates with an end face of the upper
opening of the shell (1). The lithium ion battery is con-
veniently detachable with the charger thereof.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a lithium ion battery and a charger of the lithium ion battery, especially to a
portable lithium ion battery with features of easy-assembly, simple structure and high efficiency and a charger thereof.
Moreover, the lithium ion battery is detached from the charger conveniently.

Description of Related Art

[0002] The lithium ion battery available now consists of a shell, a locating seat, an end cover, a battery cell, a positive
contact, a positive plate, a negative plate, a positive connecting plate and a negative connecting plate. The negative
plate is disposed on the locating seat while the positive plate is arranged at the end cover. The shell is formed by two
half housings. The two half housings are connected by ultrasonic welding. The locating seat and the end cover are
disposed on the shell. The lithium ion battery has shortcomings of complicated assembly and low efficiency.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Therefore it is a primary object of the present invention to provide a lithium ion battery that is not only with
features of easy-assembly, and high efficiency but also is applied to a charger and a flashlight.
[0004] It is another object of the present invention to provide a charger of a lithium ion battery that is portable and is
applied to charge DC (direct current) powered appliances.
[0005] The above objects of the present invention are achieve by a lithium ion battery that includes a shell, a locating
seat, an end cover, a battery cell, a positive  contact, a positive plate, a negative plate, a positive connecting plate and
a negative connecting plate.
[0006] The lithium ion battery features on that the shell is a cylinder having an upper opening and a contact extending
hole on a center of a bottom plate of the shell. A mounting hole of the negative plate is arranged at an upper end face
of the locating seat. The locating seat also includes a through hole for positive plate and a through hole for negative
plate while the through hole for negative plate communicates with the mounting hole. An opening of a lower end face
of the through hole for positive plate and an opening of a lower end face of the through hole for negative plate are
respectively arranged with a positive guide block and a negative guide block. The positive guide block and the negative
guide block are supported by and cooperated with an end part of the battery cell.
[0007] A central hole is set on the cap cover and a positive plate slot around the central hole is located at an upper
end face of the cap cover. A guide hole of the positive plate is penetrating the end cover and a lower end face of the
end cover is tightly pressed on the negative plate and the locating seat. The end cover is detachably connected with the
upper opening of the shell. A cover edge of the end cover cooperates with an end face of the upper opening of the shell.
[0008] The positive plate is circular and is disposed in the positive plate slot of the end cover. A positive conductive
plate of the positive plate is passed through the guide hole of the end cover, and the through hole for positive plate to
cooperate with the positive connecting plate.
[0009] The negative plate is mounted in the mounting hole of the locating seat and a negative conductive plate of the
negative plate is passed through the through hole for negative plate to cooperate with the negative connecting plate.
[0010] The positive contact extends out from a contact extending hole.
[0011] The lower end face of the end cover is disposed with a circular groove while a positioning base is arranged
radially outside the circular groove. The circular groove and the positive plate slot are communicated with each other
by the guide hole of the positive plate. The upper end face of the locating seat is further disposed with a circular base
around the mounting hole. Both the through hole for positive plate and the through hole for negative plate are mounted
on the circular base. The through hole for negative plate communicates with the mounting hole. A lower end of an inner
circular wall of the circular groove is leaning against the negative plate while a lower end of an outer circular wall of the
circular groove cooperates with an end part of the locating seat disposed radially outside the circular base.
[0012] The lower end face of the end cover is arranged with two hooks spaced evenly in a circle thereof. A periphery
of the locating seat is disposed evenly with two positioning slots while a wall of the shell is arranged with locking holes.
A rod part of the hook cooperates with the positioning slot and a hook part of the hook is locked with the locking hole.
[0013] An outer surface of one end of the shell having the opening is disposed evenly with at least two projections in
a circle thereof. An axial locking slot is located on the projection and the shell. A periphery of the cover edge of the end
cover is disposed evenly with at least two connecting blocks. Locking blocks on a lower  part of the cover edge of the
end cover are integrated with the connecting block respectively. The projection and the connecting block are fastened
with each other to form a positioning block. The locking block is mounted into the locking slot.
[0014] The lower end face of the end cover is arranged with two hooks spaced evenly in a circle thereof. A periphery
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of the locating seat is disposed evenly with two positioning slots while a wall of the cylinder is arranged with locking
holes. A rod part of the hook cooperates with the positioning slot and a hook part of the hook is locked with the locking hole.
[0015] A charger of the lithium ion battery according to the present invention is composed of a charging circuit board,
a charging socket and a housing. The charger features on that it further includes a positive spring and a negative spring.
[0016] The housing includes a seat and a cap cover. An interface is disposed on an upper end of the seat and a curved
locking slot is on the interface. A circular support base is set on an upper part of the interface while a limit base is at a
part that connects the circular support base and the interface with each other. A receiving space is mounted on a lower
end face of the seat. An insertion hole is on top of the cap cover. A stopper base and a curved locking protuberance are
disposed in a space of the cap cover. The charging circuit board is disposed on the circular support base while the
positive spring and the negative spring are arranged in the receiving space 915 and passed through the receiving space
to connect to the charging circuit board. The negative spring is located in a space of the positive spring. The positive
spring and the negative spring respectively cooperate with the positive plate and the negative plate. The charging socket
is arranged at the charging circuit board and is corresponding to the insertion hole of the cap cover. The curved locking
protuberance of the cap cover cooperates with the curved locking slot of the seat. The limit base and the stopper base
cooperate with each other for stopping. The receiving space of the seat is mounted with a guide positioning slot and the
guide positioning slot cooperates with the positioning block on the shell of the battery.
[0017] The circular support base is disposed with a positioning pin while the charging circuit board is arranged with a
positioning slot. The positioning slot cooperates with the positioning pin.
[0018] The charger further includes a socket positioning seat that is disposed on top of the charging socket. A positioning
blind hole is mounted on the insertion hole of the cap cover. The socket positioning seat cooperates with the positioning
blind hole for positioning.
[0019] The charger further includes an adaptor cable. One end of the adaptor cable cooperates with the charging
socket while the other end thereof cooperates with a charging socket of appliances with charging batteries.
[0020] The lithium ion battery of the present invention has an advantage of convenient assembly due to the structure
mentioned above. The lithium ion battery of the present invention overcomes shortcomings of batteries available now
including ultrasonic-welded shell, complicated assembly, and low efficiency. At the same, the lithium ion battery of the
present invention is applied to both flashlights and chargers. The charger of the lithium ion battery is portable so as to
charge DC powdered appliances all the time. Moreover, the lithium ion battery is conveniently detachable with the charger
thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

Fig. 1 is an explosive view of an embodiment of a lithium ion battery according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is another explosive view of an embodiment of a lithium ion battery according to the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a partial cross sectional view of an embodiment of a lithium ion battery according to the present invention;
Fig. 4 is an explosive view of an embodiment of a charger according to the present invention;
Fig. 5 is another explosive view of an embodiment of a charger according to the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a cap cover of an embodiment according to the present invention;
Fig. 7 is an explosive view of a lithium ion battery connected with a charger according to the present invention;
Fig. 8 is another explosive view of a lithium ion battery connected with a charger according to the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a further explosive view of a lithium ion battery connected with a charger according to the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a perspective view of a lithium ion battery assembled with a charger according to the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a schematic drawing showing an embodiment of a lithium ion battery and a charger is use according to
the present invention.

The reference numerals

[0022]

1 shell 2 locating seat
3 end cover 4 battery cell
51 positive contact 52 positive plate
53 negative plate 61 positive connecting plate
62 negative connecting plate 11 contact extending hole

21 mounting hole 221 through hole for positive plate
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0023] The details of the present invention are shown in the following description with reference of the figures.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a lithium ion battery of the present invention includes a shell 1, a locating
seat 2, an end cover 3, a battery cell 4, a positive contact 51, a positive plate 52, a negative plate 53, a positive connecting
plate 61 and a negative connecting plate 62.
[0025] The shell 1 is a cylinder with an upper opening. A contact extending hole 11 is disposed on a center of a bottom
plate of the shell 1.
[0026] A mounting hole 21 of the negative plate 53 is arranged at an upper end face of the locating seat 2. The locating
seat 2 also includes a through hole for positive plate 221 and a through hole for negative plate 222 while the through
hole for negative plate 222 communicates with the mounting hole 21. An opening of a lower end face of the through
hole for positive plate 221 and an opening of a lower end face of the through hole for negative plate 222 are respectively
arranged with a positive guide block 2211 and a negative guide block 2221.
[0027] The end cover 3 consists of a central hole 31, a positive plate slot 32 around the central hole 31 and located
at an upper end face, a positive plate guide hole 33 penetrating the end cover 3, and a cover edge 34 cooperating with
an end surface  of the upper opening of the shell 1. A lower end face of the end cover 3 is tightly pressed on the negative
plate 53 and the locating seat 2. The end cover 3 is detachably connected with the upper opening of the shell 1.
[0028] An end part of the battery cell 4 is supporting and cooperating with the positive guide block 2211 and the
negative guide block 2221 of the locating seat 2.
[0029] The positive contact 51 extends out from the contact extending hole 11.
[0030] The positive plate 52 is circular and is mounted in the positive plate slot 32 of the end cover 3. A positive
conductive plate 521 of the positive plate 52 is passed through the positive plate guide hole 33 of the end cover 3, and
the through hole for positive plate 221 to cooperate with the positive connecting plate 61.
[0031] The negative plate 53 is arranged in the mounting hole 21 of the locating seat 2 and having a negative conductive
plate 531 thereof passed through the through hole for negative plate 222 to cooperate with the negative connecting plate
62.
[0032] The lithium ion battery of the present invention further includes a circular groove 35 on the lower end face of
the end cover 3. A positioning base 36 is arranged radially outside the circular groove 35. The circular groove 35 and
the positive plate slot 32 are communicated with each other by the positive plate guide hole 33. The upper end face of
the locating seat 2 is further disposed with a circular base 23 around the mounting hole 21. Both the through hole for
positive plate 221 and the through hole for negative plate 222 are located at the circular base 23. The through hole for

(continued)

222 through hole for negative plate’ 2211 positive guide block
2221 negative guide block 31 central hole
32 positive plate slot 33 positive plate guide hole
34 cover edge 521 positive conductive plate
531 negative conductive plate 35 circular groove
36 positioning base 23 circular base

37 hook 24 positioning slot
12 locking hole 371 rod part
372 hook part 13 projection
131 locking slot 341 connecting block
342 locking block 38 positioning block
7 charging circuit board 8 charging socket

9 housing 101 positive spring
102 negative spring 91 seat
92 cap cover 911 interface
912 curved locking slot 913 circular support base
914 limit base 915 receiving space
921 stopper base 922 curved locking protuberance

923 insertion hole 916 guide positioning slot
9131 positioning pin 71 positioning slot
81 socket locating seat 924 positioning blind hole
14 adaptor cable 15 mobile phone
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negative plate 222 communicates with the mounting hole 21. A lower end of an inner circular wall of the circular groove
35 is leaning against the negative plate 53 while a lower end of an outer circular wall of the circular groove 35 is leaning
against the circular base 23. The positioning base 36  cooperates with an end part of the locating seat 2 disposed radially
outside the circular base 23.
[0033] The lithium ion battery of the present invention further includes two hooks 37 spaced evenly in a circle on the
lower end face of the end cover 3. Two positioning slots 24 are disposed evenly on a periphery of the locating seat 2
and a wall of the shell 1 is arranged with two locking holes 12. A rod part 371 of the hook 37 cooperates with the
positioning slot 24 and a hook part 372 of the hook 37 is locked with the locking hole 12.
[0034] At least two projections 13 are disposed evenly in a circle on an outer surface of one end of the shell 1 with
the opening. An axial locking slot 131 is mounted on the projection 13 and the shell 1. Two connecting blocks 341 are
disposed evenly on a periphery of the cover edge 34 of the end cover 3. Two locking blocks 342 are arranged at a lower
part of the cover edge 34 of the end cover 3 and are integrated with the connecting block 341 respectively. The projection
13 and the connecting block 341 are fastened with each other to form a positioning block 38 and the locking block 342
is mounted into the locking slot 131.
[0035] As shown from Fig. 4 to Fig. 7, a charger consists of a charging circuit board 7, a charging socket 8 and a
housing 9. The charger further includes a positive spring 101 and a negative spring 102.
[0036] The housing 9 includes a seat 91 and a cap cover 92. An interface 911 is disposed on an upper end of the seat
91 and a curved locking slot 912 is on the interface 911. A circular support base 913 is set on an upper part of the
interface 911 and a limit base 914 is at a part that connects the circular support base 913 and the interface 911. A
receiving space 915 is mounted on a lower end  face of the seat 91. A stopper base 921 and a curved locking protuberance
922 are disposed in a space of the cap cover 92 while the curved locking protuberance 922 cooperates with the curved
locking slot 912 of the seat 91. The limit base 914 and the stopper base 921 cooperate with each other for stopping. An
insertion hole 923 is on a top of the cap cover 92.
[0037] The charging circuit board 7 is disposed on the circular support base 913 while the positive spring 101 and the
negative spring 102 are arranged in the receiving space 915 and penetrating the receiving space 915 to communicate
with the charging circuit board 7. The negative spring 102 is located in a space of the positive spring 101. The positive
spring 101 and the negative spring 102 respectively cooperate with the positive plate 52 and the negative plate 53.
[0038] The charging socket 8 is disposed on the charging circuit board 7 and is corresponding to the insertion hole
923 of the cap cover 92.
[0039] As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the receiving space 915 of the seat 91 is mounted with a guide positioning slot
916 and the guide positioning slot 916 cooperates with the positioning block 38 of the battery. Thus detachable connection
between the lithium ion battery and the charger thereof is achieved.
[0040] The charger of the present invention further includes a positioning pin 9131 arranged at the circular support
base 913 (with reference to Fig. 5). A positioning slot 71 is disposed on the charging circuit board 7. The positioning slot
71 cooperates with the positioning pin 9131.
[0041] The charger of the present invention further includes a socket locating seat 81 (with reference to Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6) disposed on top of the charging socket 8. A positioning blind hole 924 is mounted on the insertion hole 923 of
the cap  cover 92. The socket locating seat 81 cooperates with the positioning blind hole 924 for positioning.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 11, the charger of the present invention further includes an adaptor cable 14. One end of the
adaptor cable 14 is passed through the insertion hole 923 of the cap cover 92 to cooperate with the charging socket 8
(with reference to Fig. 5) while the other end thereof cooperates with a charging socket of a mobile phone 15.
[0043] In practice, different adaptor cables 14 are used according to charging sockets of appliances.
[0044] While in use, as shown from Fig. 7 to Fig. 10, the lithium ion battery and the charger are assembled. The shell
1 of the lithium ion battery is mounted into the seat 91 of the charger. The positioning block 38 is first moved along the
guide positioning slot 916. Then the shell 11 is rotated counterclockwise as shown in Fig. 8. The assembly of the lithium
ion battery and the charger is completed. At this moment, the positive and negative springs 101, 102 are respectively
connected to and cooperated with the positive plate 52 and the negative plate 53.

Claims

1. A lithium ion battery comprising a shell, a locating seat, an end cover, a battery cell, a positive contact, a positive
plate, a negative plate, a positive connecting plate and a negative connecting plate;
wherein the shell is a cylinder having an upper opening and a contact extending hole on a center of a bottom plate
of the shell;
an upper end face of the locating seat is arranged with a mounting hole of the negative plate; the locating seat
further includes a through hole for positive plate and a through hole for negative plate while the through hole for
negative plate communicates with the mounting hole; a lower end face of the through hole for positive plate and a
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lower end face of the through hole for negative plate are respectively arranged with a positive guide block and a
negative guide block; the positive guide block and the negative guide block are supported by and cooperated with
an end part of the battery cell;
the end cover is mounted with a central hole and an upper end face thereof is arranged with a positive plate slot
around the central hole; a positive plate guide hole is penetrating the end cover; a lower end face of the end cover
is tightly pressed on the negative plate and the locating seat; the end cover is detachably connected with the upper
opening of the shell and a cover edge of the end cover cooperates with an end surface of the upper opening of the shell;
the positive plate is circular and is mounted in the positive plate slot of the end cover; a positive conductive plate of
the positive plate is passed through the positive plate guide hole of the end cover and the through hole for positive
plate to cooperate with the positive connecting plate;
the negative plate is disposed in the mounting hole of the locating seat and having a negative conductive plate
thereof passed through the through hole for negative plate to cooperate with the negative connecting plate; the
positive contact extends out from the contact extending hole.

2. The device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the lower end face of the end cover is disposed with a circular groove
while a positioning base is arranged radially outside the circular groove; the circular groove and the positive plate
slot are communicated with each other by the positive plate guide hole; the upper end face of the locating seat is
further disposed with a circular base around the mounting hole; the through hole for positive plate and the through
hole for negative plate are mounted on the circular base; the through hole for negative plate communicates with the
mounting hole; a lower end of an inner circular wall of the circular groove is leaning against the negative plate while
a lower end of an outer circular wall of the circular groove cooperates with an end part of the locating seat disposed
radially outside the circular base.

3. The device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the lower end face of the end cover is arranged with two hooks spaced
evenly in a circle thereof; a periphery of the locating seat is disposed evenly with two positioning slots while a wall
of the shell is arranged with locking holes; a rod part of the hook cooperates with the positioning slot and a hook
part of the hook is locked with the locking hole.

4. The device as claimed in claim 1, wherein an outer surface of one end of the shell having the opening is disposed
evenly with at least two projections in a circle thereof; an axial locking slot is located on the projection and the shell;
a  periphery of the cover edge of the end cover is disposed evenly with at least two connecting blocks; a lower part
of the cover edge of the end cover is arranged with locking blocks which are integrated with the connecting blocks;
the projection and the connecting block are fastened with each other to form a positioning block; the locking block
is mounted into the locking slot.

5. The device as claimed in claim 4, wherein two hooks are spaced evenly in a circle on the lower end face of the end
cover and two positioning slots are disposed evenly on a periphery of the locating seat; a wall of the cylinder is
arranged with two locking holes; a rod part of the hook cooperates with the positioning slot and a hook part of the
hook is locked with the locking hole.

6. A charger of the lithium ion battery as claimed from claim 1 to claim 5 comprising a charging circuit board, a charging
socket and a housing; wherein the charger further includes a positive spring and a negative spring;
the housing includes a seat and a cap cover;
an interface is disposed on an upper end of the seat and a curved locking slot is on the interface; a circular support
base is set on an upper part of the interface and a limit base is at a part that connects the circular support base and
the interface; a receiving space is mounted on a lower end face of the seat and the seat is connected to the battery;
an insertion hole is on top of the cap cover while a stopper base and a curved locking protuberance are disposed
in a space of the cap cover; the curved locking protuberance of the cap cover cooperates with the curved  locking
slot of the seat; the limit base and the stopper base cooperate with each other for stopping;
the charging circuit board is disposed on the circular support base;
the positive spring and the negative spring are arranged in the receiving space and passed through the receiving
space to connect to the charging circuit board; the negative spring is located in a space of the positive spring; the
positive spring and the negative spring respectively cooperates with the positive plate and the negative plate;
the charging socket is arranged at the charging circuit board and is corresponding to the insertion hole of the cap cover;
the receiving space of the seat is mounted with a guide positioning slot and the guide positioning slot cooperates
with the positioning block on the shell of the battery.

7. The device as claimed in claim 6, wherein the receiving space of the seat is mounted with the guide positioning slot
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and an outer surface of one end of the shell having the opening is disposed evenly with at least two projections in
a circle thereof; an axial locking slot is located on the projection and the shell; a periphery of the cover edge of the
end cover is disposed evenly with at least two connecting blocks; a lower part of the cover edge of the end cover
is arranged with locking blocks which are integrated with the connecting blocks; the locking block is mounted into
the locking slot while the projection and the connecting block are fastened with each other to form a positioning
block and the positioning block cooperates with the guide positioning slot.

8. The device as claimed in claim 6, wherein a positioning pin is arranged at the circular support base and a positioning
slot is disposed on the charging circuit board; the positioning slot cooperates with the positioning pin.

9. The device as claimed in claim 6, wherein the charger further includes a socket positioning seat that is disposed on
top of the charging socket; a positioning blind hole is mounted on the insertion hole of the cap cover and the socket
positioning seat cooperates with the positioning blind hole for positioning.

10. The device as claimed in claim 6, wherein the charger further includes an adaptor cable; one end of the adaptor
cable cooperates with the charging socket while the other end thereof cooperates with a charging socket of appliances
with charging batteries.
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